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The expansion of the Universe is 

accelerating

"for the discovery of the 

accelerating expansion of 

the Universe through 

observations of distant 

supernovae"
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Is there new matter?

Must we change gravity?

These modifications introduce a new scalar field:

Dark Energy

The expansion of the Universe is 

accelerating

Credit: NASA/WMAP science team



Interactions with matter are unavoidable

No symmetry can prevent all couplings to the Standard 

Model

Even if dark energy is in a ‘dark sector’ there will still be 

interactions mediated by gravity



What’s the problem with scalar fields?

It is hard to introduce a new scalar field that does not 

couple to matter fields at least at the Planck scale

Bosons that couple to matter mediate forces

We do not see any fifth forces or modifications of gravity in 

the laboratory or in the Solar System



Results of the Eöt-Wash experiment at the University of Washington

Yukawa violation of inverse square law



Dark Energy may be a chameleon

Picture credit: Habib M’henni
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The chameleon

A scalar field theory

– With self interactions

– Which couples to matter

Evading fifth force constraints requires .    .

The screening mechanism is relevant if .

f(R) modifications of gravity correspond to

Khoury, Weltman. 2004



The effective potential

High density, no pressure             Low density, no pressure

The mass of the chameleon changes depending 

on its environment



Suppressing the fifth force

The increased mass makes it hard for the chameleon field 

to adjust its value

The chameleon potential well around massive objects is 

shallower than for standard light scalar fields

Chameleon

Newtonian 

potential



Chameleon effective field theory

At high energies quantum corrections become 

uncontrollably large

Difficult to embed the chameleon in string theory

Picture credit: June Gilbank

Brax, van de Bruck, Davis. 2004

Conlon, Pedro. 2010

Hinterbichler, Khoury, Nastase. 2011

Cannot predict when the 

chameleon breaks down

But we should not trust the 

chameleon up to the Planck 

scale



String theory chameleons

The scalar field is the complexified volume modulus of a 

KKLT compactification

Get an N=1 SUSY set-up by gluing a K-S throat on to the 

Calabi-Yau CY3

Obtain a potential for the scalar

No a-priori rule for how to couple to matter fields, but 

chameleon-like couplings an allowed choice

Hinterbichler, Khoury, Nastase. 2011



String theory chameleons

Requires a<0 unlike the explicit KKLT case.

Claim that this can be found in string theory
e.g. Abe, Higaki, Kobayashi 2006



f(R) chameleons

Attempt to modify gravity to explain accelerated expansion

Field equations are second order in derivatives of R

– Fourth order in derivatives of the metric

– By Ostrogradski’s theorem there are hidden degrees of 

freedom

Make the extra degree of freedom explicit 

Corresponds to Einstein vs Jordan frame description



f(R) chameleons

Define Einstein frame metric

With

Only f(R) theories with a chameleon mechanism are 

observationally acceptable

Hu, Sawicki 2007. Brax, van de Bruck, Davis, Shaw 2008



More screening mechanisms

Start with a non-linear scalar field theory

– Solve the equations of motion for the background 

The Lagrangian for fluctuations (to second order):

19

Large Z makes it 

hard for the scalar 

to propagate

- Galileons

- Massive gravity

- Vainshtein

mechanism

Large m means the 

scalar only 

propagates over 

shorter distances

- Chameleon

Small β makes the 

interaction with 

matter fields 

weaker

- Symmetron
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Chameleon cosmology

Particle masses transform under conformal rescaling

Variations in the scalar 

field correspond to 

variations in particle 

masses

BBN observations require 

particle masses to be 

within ~ 10% of their 

current values



Chameleon cosmology

The trace of the energy-momentum tensor of a relativistic 
fluid vanishes

During radiation domination the chameleon is initially 
frozen due to Hubble friction

Generically will sit at a very large field value - incompatible 
with BBN



Chameleon cosmology

Trace of the energy momentum tensor becomes non-zero 
when a SM particle falls out of thermal equilibrium

This turns on the growing part of the chameleon effective 
potential

‘Kicks’ the chameleon towards smaller values

Helps avoid BBN constraints

Brax, van de Bruck, Davis, Khoury, Weltman. 2004
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The old story

The kicks drive the chameleon towards the minimum of the 

potential by the time of BBN

But this neglects

Feedback of the scalar field on the temperature

Velocity at which the minimum is reached

Quantum Corrections



The surfing solution

The temperature (in Jordan frame) is conformally rescaled

Chameleon evolution depends on temperature through the 

matter energy-momentum tensor

Including this dependence means that a new type of 

solution exists to the chameleon equation of motion



The surfing solution

Scalar equation of motion

The ‘surfing’ solution

The surfing solution exists (assuming only Standard Model 

particles) for 

Will carry the field to the minimum of the effective potential

This is an attractor solution



Velocity at the minimum



Chameleon cosmology

The surfer carries the chameleon towards the steep part of 

the potential with high velocity

Classically the field rapidly climbs up the potential and falls 

back down



Quantum particle production

The production of quantum fluctuations is governed by 

their effective mass

Mass changes significantly at moment of reflection, on  

timescales

Non-adiabatic variation excites modes with



Quantum particle production

Split the field into background and perturbations

Write the perturbations in terms of creation annihilation 

operators

Keeping the backreaction of the perturbations the 

equations of motion become



Quantum particle production – Numerics

Fluctuations drain energy from the background chameleon 

configuration

Shouldn’t trust numerics after the reflection at t=0



Quantum particle production – Analytics

Write the momentum modes in terms of Bogoliubov

coefficients

Equations of motion require

Choose the vacuum to be



Quantum particle production – Analytics

Particle number is

Particle numbers always remain small during the kicks, 

therefore 

where



Quantum particle production – Analytics

Interested in what happens in the short period around 

reflection

Can integrate by parts and find

Where 

Quantum corrections dominate and give



Quantum particle production

Peak wave-number as a function of initial velocity 



A chameleon catastrophe



The death of the chameleon?

Production of high energy particles leads to a break down 
of calculability

This can only be evaded for weak couplings and very fine 
tuned initial conditions

This fine tuning requires knowledge of the full particle 
content of the Universe

Picture credit: Karen Watson



Conclusions

The chameleon is a non-linear scalar field theory that can 

couple to matter without giving significant fifth forces

This is an effective field theory and shouldn’t be trusted to 

arbitrarily high energies

We should consider all possible consequences of the 

coupling to matter

Despite starting its evolution well within the effective field 

theory, evolution through the radiation dominated era leads 

to disastrous particle production


